###### Significance

To detect small and large structural changes in proteins we have developed All Atom Motion Tree (AAMT), which compares distinct structures of a protein using all heavy atoms including side chains. AAMT identified a number of side chain-related (SCR) motions in addition to domain motions. We analyzed coupling of domain and SCR motions in many proteins. The statistics indicate that couplings among SCR motions are common, as are those of SCR and domain motions. Our results demonstrate that AAMT is a useful tool to evaluate the coupling of local and global motions and their consistency with protein function.

Structural changes of proteins are closely related with their molecular function \[[@b1-16_280]--[@b4-16_280]\]. Currently, a number of computational methods to investigate protein structural changes by taking protein structures from the PDB \[[@b5-16_280],[@b6-16_280]\] have been proposed \[[@b7-16_280]--[@b16-16_280]\]. We previously developed Motion Tree (MT), which compares two structures of an identical protein using distance matrices of Cα atoms \[[@b17-16_280]\] and detects rigid bodies in structures \[[@b11-16_280]\]. Rigid bodies are the units of structural change and act as the building blocks in the movement. A remarkable feature of MT is its ability to detect various rigid bodies, ranging from a small rigid body for loop motion to large rigid bodies such as domain motion. In previous work, MT revealed that a number of proteins including kinases and ATP synthase exhibit both local and domain motions \[[@b11-16_280]\]. The exhaustive identification of rigid bodies clearly aids our understanding of the mechanism of their molecular function in terms of structural changes. However, subtle movements, e.g., side chain motions, are also known to play important roles in protein function \[[@b18-16_280]\]. This fact strongly motivated us to extend MT to incorporate side chain atoms.

In this study, we developed a new Motion Tree that uses all heavy atoms of protein structures. The All Atom Motion Tree (AAMT) detects a wide range of rigid bodies, and we identify a number of rigid bodies composed of side chain atoms. [Figure 1](#f1-16_280){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the two Motion Trees, MT and AAMT, for the arginine repressor \[[@b19-16_280]\]. In each tree, a root is the whole protein and leafs are residues (MT) or atoms (AAMT). Rigid bodies are hierarchically shown in the dendrogram, and each node shows larger and smaller rigid bodies that have divided from an ancestral rigid body, representing their relative movement. Clearly, MT detects only a domain motion at node 1, whereas AAMT detects additional motions (nodes 2--10). We applied AAMT to proteins that exhibit a simple domain motion (e.g., [Fig. 1](#f1-16_280){ref-type="fig"}). The side chain-related (SCR) motions are defined as rigid bodies in AAMT, such as the motion at node 2 in [Figure 1](#f1-16_280){ref-type="fig"}. In particular, we focused on the coupling of a domain motion with SCR motions and that among SCR motions.

Materials and Methods
=====================

All Atom Motion Tree
--------------------

The AAMT is a simple extension of the original MT. Here, AAMT uses all heavy atoms in protein structures, whereas MT uses only Cα atoms. To represent a protein structure, we employed a distance matrix, in which the distances of any pair of "heavy atoms" are calculated as matrix elements. The difference matrix of two distance matrices describes a structural change between two different structures of an identical protein. Taking the elements of the distance-difference matrix as a dissimilarity matrix, we performed hierarchical clustering to obtain a dendrogram named the "All Atom Motion Tree".

Initially, in hierarchical clustering each atom of the protein comprises a cluster. Based on the dissimilarity matrix, the most similar pair of clusters is merged and the dissimilarity matrix is updated. These steps are repeated until all the atoms are clustered. We introduced two special treatments in this clustering process. One treatment is the definition of dissimilarity. Consider two clusters *C*~1~ and *C*~2~. In complete-linkage clustering, the maximum distance-difference value in two clusters is used as the dissimilarity measure. However, we noticed previously that the single maximal value often overemphasized the dissimilarity \[[@b11-16_280]\]. In AAMT, we gathered the largest 4% of all the distance-difference values in *C*~1~ vs. *C*~2~ and regarded their average as the dissimilarity between *C*~1~ and *C*~2~ (see [Supplementary materials](#s1-16_280){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Another treatment is a criterion for merging two clusters. We confirm the spatial proximity of two clusters to ensure that the new cluster can be connected in space. The merge is accepted when the closest pair of atoms from each of the clusters is within 4.0 Å (essentially the van der Waals radii of two atoms plus 1.0 Å). Otherwise, the next similar clusters are examined. To ensure the ancestral node has a higher dissimilarity measure than the descendant nodes (to avoid the inversion of nodes), we added a restriction to the dissimilarity measure (see [Supplementary materials](#s1-16_280){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

When analyzing AAMT, we introduced effective nodes as a label of significant rigid-body motions. At an effective node, a rigid body consisting of more than 10 atoms is divided into two rigid bodies, each containing three or more atoms. The magnitude of the effective node is more than 4.5 Å. The threshold of the magnitude is determined so that AAMT can detect almost the same domain motions identified by MT (see [Supplementary materials](#s1-16_280){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Only rigid bodies at the effective nodes were investigated in this study.

Dataset
-------

In previous work, 104 proteins exhibiting a simple domain motion were identified by MT, in which only an effective node that divides all residues into two domains (each composed of at least 30 residues) existed. Among them, we filtered some irregular structures and selected 87 proteins. The irregular structures are old PDB structures that are obsolete from the PDB, structures mostly composed of only Cα atoms and structures containing isolated atoms that prevent clusters meeting the spatial-proximity condition. The set of 87 proteins were used to determine the adjustable parameters (see [Supplementary materials](#s1-16_280){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

An aim of this study was to estimate the coupling of the known domain motions that were identified by MT and other side chain-related motions (SCR motion; see next section) that were identified firstly by AAMT. In the analyzing process (see next section), we realized that some proteins were not suitable for this aim, where the domain motion detected by AAMT was apparently different from that of MT, or AAMT identified additional domain motions. Finally, 76 structural pairs of proteins comprise the dataset in this study. The list of all pairs is shown in [Supplementary Table S1](#s2-16_280){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Domain and side chain-related (SCR) motions
-------------------------------------------

We examined rigid-body motions detected by AAMT. Basically, we assumed the aforementioned 87 samples exhibit one domain motion, and anticipated them to show more additional motions, in which side chains were substantially included in rigid bodies. We define the domain motion of AAMT when it corresponds to the known domain motion detected by MT. The residues (Cα atoms) in the rigid bodies of AAMT were compared with those of MT. We considered that both motions were essentially the same if the overlap of residues was more than 75%. Among the remaining motions, we visually examined smaller rigid bodies at the nodes if the sizes were 10 or more residues, and discriminated four motions as additional "domain motions" that were not detected by MT. All the remaining motions were defined as SCR motions. Samples showing additional domain motions were removed. Thus, all samples in the dataset exhibited only one domain motion and SCR motions if existed.

Results and Discussion
======================

Statistics: coupling of motions
-------------------------------

We illustrated AAMTs for 76 structural pairs of proteins. An effective node corresponding to the domain motion was identified in each of the trees. In addition, 921 effective nodes corresponding to SCR motions were detected in 73 trees. No SCR motions were observed in only three proteins. The 921 nodes are basically rigid-body motions ascribed to side chain atoms. Node 2 of the right tree in [Figure 1](#f1-16_280){ref-type="fig"} is an example. The average size of smaller rigid bodies is 9.0 atoms of 1.7 residues. The average occupancy of side chain atoms in the rigid bodies is 86.8%.

We simply examined the contact of rigid bodies (nearest atom distance \<4.0 Å in either of two structures or both) to evaluate the coupling of domain and SCR motions. SCR and domain motions were coupled when the smaller rigid body of a SCR motion had contacts with both rigid bodies of the domain motion (i.e., around the rigid-body boundary of the domain motion). Two SCR motions are coupled when smaller rigid bodies of distinct SCR motions form a contact. The rigid bodies in contact are expected to have great influence on their dynamics each other through the direct interaction. Therefore, we assume motions are coupled when the rigid bodies are in contact. All 76 protein structural changes were categorized in terms of coupling of domain and SCR motions, according to the degree of the coupling, as follows: (1) no SCR motion coupled with the domain motion (abbreviation: no-SCR); (2) only a single SCR motion coupled with the domain motion, but it has no other coupled-SCR motions (single-SCR); (3) multiple SCR motions coupled with the domain motion, but they are uncoupled (multi-SCR-uncoupled); and (4) others: multiple SCR motions are coupled with each other, and at least one of them couples with the domain motion (multi-SCR-coupled). In this category, the cluster of coupled SCR motions may include SCR motions that are not directly coupled with domain motions. These four groups are schematically shown in [Figure 2a](#f2-16_280){ref-type="fig"}, and the statistics are summarized in [Figure 2b](#f2-16_280){ref-type="fig"}. The multi-SCR-coupled category is the largest with almost half of the proteins belonging this category (35 proteins). We concluded that the coupling of domain motion and a number of SCR motions is common.

Properties of domain motions accompanying SCR motions
-----------------------------------------------------

We hypothesized that the four types of SCR motions are characterized by some properties of domain motions and explored these characteristic features. The magnitude of the domain motion (the horizontal axis of AAMT at the effective node) indicates the degree of the motion and was found to be approximately proportional to the root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) of structural changes. We found that this magnitude was an indicator to describe the degree of coupling ([Fig. 3a](#f3-16_280){ref-type="fig"}). The largest average magnitude of domain motion is observed in the multi-SCR-coupled category (red box). The average magnitudes gradually decrease from groups 3 to 2 (yellow and green boxes), and the smallest value is observed for the no-SCR category (black box). This indicates that a large domain motion has a strong affect on its rigid-body boundary, which results in many coupled SCR motions. Additionally, the size of the rigid-body boundary of the domain motion affects the coupling of domain and SCR motions ([Fig. 3b](#f3-16_280){ref-type="fig"}). The size was estimated by the number of contacting residues between rigid bodies of domain motions. In the multi-SCR-uncoupled and coupled groups (yellow and red boxes), the rigid-body boundaries are larger than those observed for the no-SCR and single-SCR groups (black and green boxes). This result indicates that the domain motion with large rigid-body boundaries induces more SCR motions around boundaries.

Remarkably, domain motion with a large structural change and a sizable rigid-body boundary is accompanied by a number of SCR motions. Next, the properties that distinguish the multi-SCR-coupled and uncoupled groups were explored. The difference between the groups depends on whether the rigid body of the SCR motion, at the rigid-body boundary of the domain motion and coupled with the domain motion, contacts with other SCR motions, and then we analyzed them. The sizes of the smaller rigid bodies of SCR motions were calculated and we took the maximal value among those of multiple SCR motions as the representative of protein structural change. The number of residues in the rigid body represents its size. If an atom or part of a residue constitutes a rigid body, the residue is regarded to be in the rigid body. The maximal rigid-body sizes were found to differ between the multi-SCR-coupled and uncoupled groups, and the size distributions are shown in [Figure 3c](#f3-16_280){ref-type="fig"}. Rigid bodies composed of five or more residues are frequently observed in the multi-SCR-coupled, whereas the majority of the maximum rigid bodies in the multi-SCR-uncoupled group are only composed of atoms within a residue. This result suggests that SCR motions of large rigid bodies at the rigid-body boundary of the domain motion are linked with other SCR motions. To confirm this observation, we gathered smaller rigid bodies of all SCR motions regardless of their locations at the rigid-body boundary of domain motion and investigated their contact (coupling). The result is shown in [Figure 3d](#f3-16_280){ref-type="fig"}. The plot clearly shows that small rigid bodies composed of a residue tend to be isolated from other rigid bodies; only 27% of them form a contact with other rigid bodies. In contrast, rigid bodies that consist of two or more residues generally form contacts with other rigid bodies, with more than half of the rigid bodies composed of only two residues having contacts with other rigid bodies.

In summary, when a large domain motion occurs it is accompanied by some structural modifications around the domain boundary. The modification includes the SCR motion composed of two or more residues at the boundary, which is also accompanied by additional SCR motions. Consequently, the coupling of multiple SCR motions is induced at a sizable domain boundary.

An example: couplings of domain and SCR motions
-----------------------------------------------

AAMT illustrating the structural change between two conformers 1 (A chain in PDB entry 1jzo \[[@b20-16_280]\]) and 2 (A chain in 1tjd \[[@b21-16_280]\]) of the disulfide bond isomerase DsbC is shown in [Figure 4a](#f4-16_280){ref-type="fig"}. The effective node 1 represents the domain motion between the N-terminal and C-terminal domains. The inter-domain flexibility is considered to play an important role in the recognition of substrate proteins \[[@b21-16_280]\]. The other 10 effective nodes represent SCR motions. Nodes 3 and 4 are the SCR motions coupled with the domain motion. The SCR motion at node 3 forms a large cluster of coupled SCR motions with nodes 2, 5, 8 and 9, and their relationship is illustrated in [Figure 4b](#f4-16_280){ref-type="fig"} (see following paragraphs for details). The other nodes, 6, 7, 10 and 11, respectively show the SCR motions of V158, H102, D1 and K28, which are located distal from the rigid-body boundary of the domain motion and are also isolated from each other.

The cluster of coupled SCR motions (nodes 2, 3, 5, 8 and 9) is localized near the rigid-body boundary of the domain motion. Node 3 is a side chain motion of N33. In [Figure 4c](#f4-16_280){ref-type="fig"}, two rigid bodies of N33 from conformers 1 and 2 are shown in dark green and green, respectively. The Cβ atom of A172 and Cδ1 of L128 (white spheres) belong to the C-terminal domain. In conformer 2, the two atoms contact with the end of the N33 side chain (green). In contrast, in conformer 1, N33 (dark green) rotates toward and into the N-terminal domain, and this change in conformation correlates with the shift of the side chain of K15 at node 8 (red and orange for conformers 1 and 2). The K15 side chain (red) is in close proximity to the reoriented N33 (dark green) and these two residues are almost parallel in conformer 1, whereas in conformation 2 there are no contacts. The conformational shift of K15 arises from a rotation in the dihedral angle ψ from 111° in conformer 1 to −88° in conformer 2. This may influence the SCR motion of S16 and S17 (blue and cyan for conformers 1 and 2, respectively, in [Fig. 4d](#f4-16_280){ref-type="fig"}) at node 2. As a result of the rotation, the Oγ of S16 (cyan sphere) forms a contact with the Nδ2 of N33 (green) in conformer 2. In contrast, the Oγ of S16 (blue sphere) forms a contact with the Nɛ2 of Q6 (brown) in conformer 1. The flipping of the side chain of Q6 (brown and ocher) is detected at node 5. Besides K15, the rigid body of node 8 also contains the side chain of I14 (red and orange spheres in [Fig. 4e](#f4-16_280){ref-type="fig"}). The small movement of I14 correlates with the SCR motion of M12 (purple and pink) at node 9. In conformer 1, the Cɛ atom of M12 (purple sphere) is surrounded by hydrophobic atoms: Cγ2 (T8), Cδ2 (L9), Cδ1 (I46) (black spheres) and Cδ1 (I14), which are all within 4.0 Å. In conformer 2, the hydrophobic atoms are dispersed and their distances from the Cɛ atom of M12 are 5--10 Å. This example demonstrates that a series of SCR motions are coupled with the domain motion and this coupling is detected by AAMT.

Cluster of coupled SCR motions
------------------------------

The coupling of a number of SCR motions at the domain motion reminds us of a hypothetical mechanism of allosteric regulation: the binding of an effector molecule influences a spatially distant (allosteric) site through many side chain motions \[[@b22-16_280]--[@b24-16_280]\]. We collected 91 clusters of coupled SCR motions from the dataset, regardless of their coupling with the domain motion, and calculated the maximum distance between atoms within the cluster. The maximal distances were plotted against the cluster size ([Fig. 5](#f5-16_280){ref-type="fig"}) because larger clusters contain distantly located atom pairs. Reference distances are introduced to evaluate whether the coupling of SCR motions is directional or not. We selected 10,000 sequential fragments randomly from the PDB and calculated the distances of the most separated atom pairs in the fragments. The average distance of the 10,000 fragments is shown as a line and the dispersion as a grey area in [Figure 5](#f5-16_280){ref-type="fig"}. Maximal distances in the clusters (crosses) are mostly within the grey area. This shows that the clusters of SCR motions require almost the same number of residues in the random fragments to transmit motions by couplings; the coupled SCR motions are not sufficiently efficient to reach allosteric sites when compared with those of random fragments. Note that, however, the current result is based on a dataset that exhibits simple domain motion. The application of AAMT to allosteric proteins and the analysis of coupled motions represent a potential future work.

We are confident that AAMT is a promising tool to investigate further coupling of global and local motions in proteins and for evaluating their consistency with function \[[@b25-16_280]\], in addition to analyze trajectories of molecular dynamics simulations \[[@b26-16_280],[@b27-16_280]\] and large structural complexes \[[@b28-16_280]\].
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![The All Atom Motion Tree (AAMT) and original Motion Tree (MT) of the arginine repressor. The two distinct structures (chains D and F in PDB entry 1f9n) were compared. In MT (left), there is one effective node (black circle with node number "1"), which presents a domain motion between N- and C-terminal domains. The domain motion is shown by the superposition of the Cα structures with the node number 1. The movement of a smaller rigid body (red (F chain) and orange portions (D)) is highlighted by superimposing the larger rigid body (blue (F) and cyan (D)). In contrast, there are ten effective nodes in AAMT (right). The domain motion at node 1 is illustrated by the structures in an all-atom-stick model. Among the other motions at nodes 2--10, the motion at node 2 is shown.](16_280f1){#f1-16_280}

![Classification of structural changes based on the coupling of domain and side chain-related (SCR) motions. (a) The four categories of structural change are represented using schematic diagrams. The cyan box and red circle present domain and SCR motions, respectively. The dotted line indicates the coupling between them. (b) Statistics of the four motions. The number of proteins is shown in parentheses.](16_280f2){#f2-16_280}

![Properties of domain and SCR motions. (a) Box plot of the magnitude of the domain motion in the four categories. (b) Box plot of the rigid-body boundary size of the domain motion. (c) Distributions of the maximal rigid-body size (number of residues) of SCR motion in the multi-SCR-coupled (red) and -uncoupled (orange) groups. We measured how many residues constituted a rigid body of SCR motion that was coupled with domain motion. The maximal size was selected when many SCR motions were coupled with a domain motion in a sample. (d) Coupling (contact) rate of the rigid body of SCR motions with those of other SCR motions against the rigid-body size (residues). In principle, a sizable rigid body of a SCR motion can be divided, and another SCR motion is detected. However, such a division was rare in the dataset (only 33 SCR motions in 921).](16_280f3){#f3-16_280}

![Structural change of the disulfide bond isomerase DsbC. (a) AAMT of DsbC. The motions at the effective nodes are shown in the same manner as [Figure 1](#f1-16_280){ref-type="fig"}. (b) Schematic diagram of coupled SCR motions (motions at nodes 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 9). (c)--(e) The illustrations of coupled motions in the cluster. The motion at node 2 is highlighted in blue (conformation 1) and cyan colors (2). Motion 3 is shown in dark green (1) and green (2), motion 5 is shown in brown (1) and ocher (2), motion 8 is shown in red (1) and orange (2), and motion 9 is shown in purple (1) and pink (2). The other part is shown in black (1) and gray (2). Important atoms are presented as spheres.](16_280f4){#f4-16_280}

![The maximal atom distance in a cluster of SCR motions (crosses). The average distances from the reference set and the standard deviations are shown by a black line and grey area, respectively. For example, in the disulfide bond isomerase DsbC ([Fig. 4](#f4-16_280){ref-type="fig"}), the cluster composed of seven residues ([Fig. 4b](#f4-16_280){ref-type="fig"}) gives the maximal distance 16.6 Å.](16_280f5){#f5-16_280}
